LOCATION: Humboldt County, Nevada
POTENTIAL: □ LARGE
□ IMMEDIATE □ MEDIUM
□ NEAR FUTURE □ SMALL
□ DISTANT FUTURE □ UNKNOWN

DISTRICT: Winnemucca
MILEPOST: 530

DESCRIPTION: In 1915 Lindgren reported cinnabar in one of the veins (U.S. Geological Survey Bulletin 601, p. 15). The cinnabar was found on the west side of the mountain at about 6,000 feet elevation in irregular stockworks of calcite veins cutting Triassic slates. This cinnabar rock assayed a trace of gold and 1/3 ounce of silver.

RESERVES: Prospect only

ACCESS: About 2 miles south to the Western Pacific Railroad

OWNERSHIP: In 1942 Paul Langworthy was reported to hold 13 claims of cinnabar ground in the Winnemucca district

SOURCES OF DATA: University of Nevada, Geology and Mining Series No. 41, p. 108 (1944)

ECONOMICS: Mercury price very high presently

CONCLUSIONS: Worthy of further investigation
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